Kayden Conference

Meta-Metaphysical Themes, 1274 and Beyond

Friday, February 27th 2015 – Boulder, Colorado

Hellems 269 (Morris Reading Room)

10:30-11:45  Ross Cameron (Virginia). “The History of Unsettledness and the Unsettledness of History”
First Question: Joseph Moore (Amherst College)
Chair: Chris Heathwood

12:00-1:15  Dominik Perler (Berlin/Princeton). “What is a Dead Body? Medieval Debates on a Metaphysical Puzzle”
First Question: Christina Van Dyke (Calvin College)
Chair: Mitzi Lee

Hellems 211

3:00-4:15  Susan Brower-Toland (SLU). "Reduction without Parsimony? Ockham on Inherence"
First Question: Sarah Pessin (University of Denver)
Chair: Dominic Bailey

4:30-5:45  Shamik Dasgupta (Princeton). “Inexpressible Ignorance”
First Question: Kris McDaniel (Syracuse)
Chair: Raul Saucedo